LYING AND THIEVING: THE FRAUDULENT SCHOLARSHIP OF RONALD SURESH ROBERTS

complicity of opposites’; and in his further posts under this
title he repeated his earlier attacks on me, adding falsely that
I’d ‘sexed up [my] initial allegations, unsupported by examples’ in the botched Citizen report, and
If Brink believed himself on the so-called plagiarism, he
would not have needed 376 pages of obfuscation and
personal attack to pad it out. He also lied to the Weekender, claiming that he introduced Christine Qunta and
I [sic], when in fact we met twelve years ago.
Apropos of the second claim, the two may have first ‘met
twelve years ago’, but indeed I suggested that since he was
unhappy with his erstwhile attorney Roberts should migrate
to Qunta, who was acting for me, and he did so. I did not lie
to the Weekender here.
And then, on 28 November, Roberts kicked lower than
ever, before finally falling completely silent, posting on his
blog under the title ‘Aids denialist Brink’s loony letter to
Mbeki’ an apologetic letter I’d written to Mbeki four days
after being burned in the Mail&Guardian.
Having repeatedly rejected the use of the expression
‘AIDS denialist’ in his book as a ‘smear-word’ and a ‘tired
label’, now he embraced it – invoking the Mail&Guardian’s
favourite soubriquet for me as a ‘loony’ too, after having
twice deplored it in his email to me as ‘gross unfairness’. In
his descent into ugly, dishonest verbal flailing, you could
read his fatally cornered desperation.
As Roberts shamelessly states, I’d given the letter to him
to deliver to Mbeki, under the impression he’d given me that
he was flying up to see him (in fact he was on his way to see
Pahad). On his return from Pretoria to Cape Town, I enquired whether he’d delivered the letter as he’d undertaken
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to do, and he told me he had – when in truth he’d stolen it,
opened it, and it kept it, unbeknown to me throughout the
almost two years that I thought we were friends. And then,
with nothing to say to refute my lying and thieving charges,
he put it on the internet to embarrass me – thereby confirming that he’s a liar and thief as charged. I think Roberts’s actions here are as clear an indication as can be that he’s a liar
and a thief of stunning depravity, and that he cannot be
trusted by anyone with anything, on anything, ever.
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